Session XCV

Call to Order 5:59  
Roll Call  
Elwick- excused  
Approval of Minutes  
Reid sec Williams  
Reports:  
  o Chair- Let us know when your committee meetings will be for this coming weekend and announce them this week at the meeting so everyone in your committee knows. 24 hours in advanced on the board, let us know so we can be around on time. Tave Wise is now an associate, Velesko resigned, Balangue resigned. Advertise as much as possible!!  
  o Vice Chair- Please tell us what time your committee meets so we can help meet quorum  
  o Secretary-  
  o Academic Affairs-We met quorum, several people haven't come to any meetings this semester. Morris, Bhojwani, Henderson- been in contact with me just missed meetings. Maddy Thompsons email is my email on the website so  
  o Congressional Administration- Applications are out, we have only gotten 8 applications submitted so far, so sending out an OUMM. Grading them, giving admin access to OrgSync for a day so they can only access the forms and see the applications and that is how we will do it  
  o External Affairs- Did not meet this weekend.  
  o Human Diversity- We talked about our projects one was the LGBTQ floor, talked about possibilities if that could actually happen. Talked about scholarships for multicultural students, may be problem with OKLaw, Further spoke about our purpose and how we are moving forward  
  o Problems and Projects- Talked about many things, looking at their widening bike lanes, got a report that they saw facilities dumping recycling bins into dumpsters, not actually recycling; we are taking it on as a project. Probably ThunderDan. There is the blue poll issue, taking that on, more blue polls on the north campus,  
  o Brown: When that was happening Sarah Steward met with them multiple times and they said no and no because we do not have the funding. Looking from inside the building you can see every building inside there is a blue light on campus. So I would not pursue that.  
  o Sample: if you want to raise a stink with the student body to influence administration. Maybe a survey and maybe they feel safe on campus. Whether they can or cannot see them. So a survey to begin,
Possibility of a text stadium, to talk to an officer and they will come. They can come to a classroom, or anything. Helps out our deaf population. Road between Lloyd noble and the stadium possibility of more benches and lights. Also, more filters and things like that for the different buildings on campus.

Sample - was not properly done, person who did this previously did not do foot work

CART I got more info, I guess there is a sooner bus route, that goes to all of the restaurants and it doesn’t run late enough to increase drunk driving. Also wants an airport shuttle, you would pay a little more, and that could be really helpful. Talk to Zach Stevens, he helps with those a lot. Also SafeRide helps with that, but only at certain times. Committee wants to expand SafeRide to Sunday’s as well. Some people go out on Sunday’s so it could be beneficial for them. Mental health, Owings got a hard no because worried about legality and HIPPA, basically to have a student lounge, a volunteers, first contact or something. Goddard really worried, if crisis their needs to be a licensed therapist, then open up OU to liability, Dr. Miller, wants to work with us to reach student body better. Doesn’t have enough money to properly take care of the student population. IT problem, working to check the engineering computers have the proper programming. Only 5 have the right license, for a 200 person class, the professor refused to extend the deadline, with only 5 computers for 200 people makes it difficult. Representation and Housing project going well and she is getting involved with HCSA, Dan is on their board. Veterans mental health going to work with Dr. Miller, that could help them pay for more doctors as long as they agree to pay for more mental health for veterans. Meeting at Thursday at 5:30.

Public Relations - Talked about paper campaign, one member is going to design that, one doing social media of that New VC is Chun, looking up QR codes and things like that. We decided our new VC And sec are. Vice Chair is Bum Ki Chun, with understanding that if Dylan Droge comes back and wants the position back that Chun will resign and give it back to Droge, new secretary is Mais Zuiater. Two discussion had about bill writing amending the code, but a bill to make the slogan the slogan, for making it the slogan for Four sessions “Serving yOU” to see if they want to keep it or change it then. Talked about maybe looking into a budget and talked about maybe making an amendment to title 12 about getting congressional promotional materials like pens,

Sample: Won’t get a budget, still falls under the Congress budget. You do have one. Just it is ours.

Ways and Means- No report

Legislative Assistant- No report

Special Orders
Old Business
New Business
Items to Be Considered
Follow-Up Reports
General Discussion
Watts: Setting a motto for four sessions?
Sample: Been done for a regular bill, would be an act of procedure that would set fourth a bill declaring that. So it is not actually codified anywhere, it would say it will become effective immediately, and add a section saying that it will be voting upon again.

Adjourn
Motion to adjourn Rains sec Williams

Chair: Emily Sample
Vice-Chair: Chelsea Brown
Secretary: Kaylee Rains